
 
 
DJ Andy Smith presents ‘Reach Up - Disco Wonderland’ 

DJ Andy Smith and guests drop 80s disco, boogie and proto house, evoking the spirit and 
dipping into the soundtrack of legendary NYC clubs such as ‘Paradise Garage’ & ‘Studio 
54’.  A night highlighting the sounds that emerged as the 70’s turned into the 80’ and the 
DNA of club music as we know it today was being written.  

The Reach Up night started the night back in 2013 at the Waiting rooms in Stoke Newington 
and has since gone on to various spots around Europe, with highlights including - 3 years at 
Space in Ibiza at Carl Cox's legendary 'Music is Revolution' night, hosting and curating their 
own area at Bestival, and also running NYE parties at the Horse & Groom in Shoreditch. 

Their latest London residency is at the 'South London Soul Train' at the Bussey building in 
Peckham, which is regarded as the most notable night for a younger, more switched on 
crowd to enjoy the classic Soul/Funk/Disco sounds in London and it sells out the 2k venue 
every event.  

Andy Smith presents ‘Reach Up - Disco Wonderland’ compilation came out on the 
renowned BBE Records in November 2017 and Vol.2 has already been confirmed with the 
label, to be released in 2018.  

Additionally, 'Reach Up' host a monthly radio show on the award winning Soho Radio. 

 

The Reach Up Crew joining Andy 

Nick Halkes - From founding XL Recordings and signing the Prodigy via signing classics such 
as Bucketheads ‘The Bomb’ to Positiva through to getting ‘in the mix’ as a guest on both 
Mistajam and B-traits Radio One shows under his Horx guise, Nick has played a consistently 
dynamic role in the global evolution of dance music. Catching Nick at Reach up is a rare 
chance to hear him play the tunes that inspired him to make that journey.  

Crissy Kybosh - With over 18 years of experience supporting a diverse selection of acts from 
De La Soul to Chesney Hawkes (seriously), Crissy is no stranger to rockin a party. DJing and 
Producing for the Hip Hop group 'Twisted Link' he has his roots in Hip Hop/Scratch DJing but 
as any good DJ, has wide tastes and a varied bag. Expect tight mixing and good vibes. 

 

Reach Up DJ sets can be an Andy solo set or Andy + 1 / both of the Reach Up crew 
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